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What are the exciting developments in your field? {#open201600032-sec-0001}
=================================================

![](OPEN-5-089-g002.jpg "image")Redox biological signaling has significantly developed over the last couple of decades with small molecules such as NO, CO, H~2~S, and H~2~O~2~ being identified as competent signaling agents. Nitroxyl (HNO), the one‐electron reduced/protonated form of NO, has been discussed as a signaling agent, but the lack of specific & selective detection methods hampers a better understanding of its biology. Significant advances in HNO detection have occurred with the development of new copper‐ and phosphine‐based fluorescent probes and new electrochemical & mass spectrometric methods. With these mechanistically different ways to detect HNO, questions regarding HNO\'s biology and endogenous formation can be approached.

What is the most significant result of this study? {#open201600032-sec-0002}
==================================================

The most significant result is that the aza‐ylide intermediate generated from the reaction of these probes and HNO rapidly and reliably undergo a Staudinger ligation resulting in fluorescence and a stable amide by‐product. Reaction of these probes with RSNO gives a similar aza‐ylide, but in this case, the Staudinger ligation does not occur or proceeds inefficiently. This difference allows these types of probes to detect HNO without interference from RSNO. Flow cytometry experiments show that these reactions also occur in cells and that these probes only detects HNO in cells.

What was the biggest challenge/surprise on the way to the results presented in this paper? {#open201600032-sec-0003}
==========================================================================================

One of the challenges starting this project was to not let our previous ideas about the chemistry dictate what experiments to do. We knew that RSNO reacts with phosphines to yield aza‐ylides that *should* undergo ligations and yield fluorescence. Should we continue if we were going to see that our probes were not selective? Zhengrui Miao noticed that no one had ever really directly compared the response of these probes to HNO and RSNO. He did this comparison and found fluorescence generation from HNO treatment was greatly enhanced compared with RSNO, and these findings initiated the study. The overall lesson is to keep an open mind and don\'t plan the outcome of your experiments!
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